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C. S. PETERSON

W

ater dictates where and how we
live in Utah. Its importance as a
formative force is apparent on every hand.
This was true historically as it is now. Pioneer irrigation and the vast Central Utah
Project of today have much in common as
molders of Utah life. Water management
still involves the same resources and natural conditions. Water is still in short
supply and irrigable land sharply limited.
Diversion is diversion whether through a
50-foot furrow from City Creek on July 24,
1847, or through 200 miles of modern
feeder canals, reservoirs, and aqueducts.
Real costs have always taxed the limits of
human ingenuity. Now, as then, water
management enables people to enjoy the
good life. Rooted in the past, Utah's cities
and towns, as well as its farms, are reflections of irrigation's development and its
influence on the patterns of life.

Pioneer Irrigation Systems
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Pioneer irrigation systems were simple,
practical, and experimental. Their simplicity was a product of frontier conditionsthe smaller the concessions to water the
better. Life had to go on. Farms had to be
tilled, homes built, and the commonwealth
advanced. "Keep it simple, keep costs
down, and, as near as possible, make it
function naturally" might well have been
pioneer maxims.
The theoretical and institutional foundations of pioneer irrigation were also simple. They included cooperation, the Mormon church, county courts, and concepts
that mixed the public weal, individual
interests, and the emerging doctrines of
prior appropriation and beneficial use.
Early water systems reflected local customs more than law or commerce. Water
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Irrigation's Development and
development was seen only in terms of
manageable streams near the land to be
watered.
Simplicity was possible because agriculture monopolized water management.
Urban needs were few. Mining needs did
not give water a commercial thrust as
they did in California. Similarly lumbering
and industry made few demands.
Practicality was apparent in the limited
development pioneer irrigators undertook.
Nowhere is this seen better than in
Brigham Young 's 1849 statement:
.... If we wish to change the course of a
stream we must first cut channels for it
to Run in & gradually lead it where we
want it to go. But the moment we undertake to dam up the stream, we have a
pond of water which will raise as fast as
we can dam against it & will ultimately
brake over the dam before we can con trol the Stream.

Circumscribed by human limitations
though it may appear to modern eyes, the
control of water by Brigham Young and
his followers was not only the foundation
of their economy but a paramount factor
in the balance of political power in territorial Utah as well. Few understood this point
better than the Utah Commission wh ich
sought to reconstruct Mormon political
practices in the 1880s. Reported the
commission:
Those who hold the valleys and appro
priate and own the waters capable of
use for irrigation, own and hold Utah,
and nature has fortified their position
more strongly than it could be done by
any Chinese Wall or artific ial defense.

By a similar token, those who control the
disposition of water today are in a position
of power.
For all its simplicity and practical utility,
early water development did not come
easily. Pioneers had to learn by trial and
error. Diversion dams were reinstalled
almost annually. Ditches washed out regularly and only experience could teach that
water traveled underground, brought alkali
to the surface, and wateriogged the land.
Inevitably, costs were high. Land was
ruined , the rights of others were infringed
upon, and opportunities were lost. This
was illustrated in the history of the North
Point Consolidated Irrigation Company,
formed in 1872 to develop farms on the
area where the Salt Lake International
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Airport now stands. One observer wrote
that more than " 13,500 acres" were Ultimately brought under the company's
ditches. However, the lower Jordan River,
which was the North Point Company's
source of water, was also the waste water
drain for upstream farmers. " Lavishly applied," the waters of the Jordan carried
onto North Point farms "300 tons of alkali,
dry weight, in every twenty-four hours ... as
established in court." Destruction could
hardly "have been more complete if it had
been a molten stream of lead." By 1902,
the North Point district had assumed "the
appearance of a war or plague.

lni9dt ion affected

fivi'"9 patterns 6y
or9anizin9 peopfe and
their fancL

The Big CoHonwood Ditches
Fortunately, however, conditions were
often more favorable. Small streams could
be utilized, and with some variation, the
simple diversion initiated at City Creek in
1847 was repeated throughout Utah over
a period of 50 years as new farms were
settled. With little to invest other than
labor, people cooperated to turn primary
water onto adjacent land. Most heeded
Young's word and did not build dams or
try to tap larger streams. In the end, many
found good lives under small local irrigation systems.
Description of two pioneer systems will
illustrate the imprint irrigation placed on
Utah life. The ditches and canals that
were taken from the streams on the east
side of Salt Lake Valley influenced the
form communities took there even more

than did the celebrated precepts of urban
design offered by Joseph Smith and
Brigham Young. To this day, streets, housing developments, and shopping centers
in the Sugarhouse, CottonWOOd , and Holladay suburbs of Salt Lake City lack the grid
characteristics of other Mormon communities following instead patterns dictated by
landscape and water use.
How this took place may be seen on
Big Cottonwood Creek, where the first
pioneer irrigation after City Creek is said
to have been developed. By 1900 at least
19 ditches and branches had been taken
from Big Cottonwood. These were from 1
to 6 miles long and covered about 11
square miles of prime land. None of them
were surveyed by instruments, and there
was no uniformity of depth, width, or
grade. Users were organized by individual
ditch systems. Shareholders' at the head
of a ditch fared better than those at the
bottom. Canals became choked with
water grasses, and headgates and laterals
were set by rule of thumb. Water flowed
unevenly and seepage robbed some
farms and flooded others. By the late
1870s it was necessary to arbitrate
claims, divide the creek's flow into 60
parts, and allocate water in 3 classes. At
no point was outside help called on.
In this system, Upper Canal, which
diverted water near the mouth of Big Cottonwood Canyon, exemplifies how irrigation effected living patterns. Along Upper
Canal's 5-mile course, 76 headgates
watered 1,600 acres of land belonging to
125 shareholders, who included a banker
and seven corporations as well many
farmers. Twenty-one shareholders were
women, and several husband and wife
teams held shares for scattered tracts of
land. Kinsh ip ties were strong as is indicated by 12 surnames that appeared
more than once, including 7 Howards and
6 Newmans. Average farm size of 12.8
acres in 1900 had changed little from
1849 when it was 10.3 acres.
Upper Canal organized people. Its land
lies in a cornucopia form within which
people lived in comfortable proximity to
their neighbors yet were isolated by terrain and plant growth. The rhythms of life
were widely shared, well-known, and com forting. Sense of community was strong.

Patterns of Life in Utah
Yet the mountain side terrain, the river,
and the alternating growths of sage, scrub
oak, cottonwood, meadow, and cultivated
field made an environment rich in texture,
to wh ich individuals responded variously.

Challenges Became Larger
Much was different in the canal community on the other side of Salt Lake Valley
west of the Jordan River. It was larger in
scale, extending nearly 30 miles to Utah
Lake. Engineering and technical challenges were larger. The frontier era was
lapsing when it was built, and water
development had taken on promotional
aspects that led to various subsidies. By
1890 scope had grown and, looking
beyond the narrowest limits of their local
condition, Jordan River users had come to
regard "Utah Lake" as their "proper
reservoir. "
The earliest efforts to turn Utah Lake
and Jordan River to Salt Lake County's
benefit had not succeeded. Schemes for
navigation, water power, irrigation, and
water districts had all failed . After 1870 as
mining and smelting developments raised
the threat of Gentile domination, Mormons
again undertook farm settlement there. In
the years that followed over 100 miles of
canal were constructed in 5 separate systems that cost between $150,000 and
$250,000 each. Breaking with the earlier
precedent, farmers received about
$70,000 in subsidies from the county, but
contributed most of the labor. Following
construction, there was a prolonged conflict with Utah Valley over how much water
should be held in Utah Lake. In addition,
drouth and air pollution posed grave problems by the turn of the century.
Not only did the Jordan canals differ
from those on Big Cottonwood, but landscape, farms, and indeed, life itself differed.
At the heart of the Jordan Canals lay the
smelters of Sandy and Murray. Bingham's
mines were in full view and Magna's
plants shared water from one canal.
Although few families owned more than
100 acres, farms were larger than on the
Cottonwood ditches, perhaps approaching
30 acres average. The country was more
open, the slope more gentle, and the rectangular forms of the federal survey more

Crowd gathered to watch starting of the irrigating pumps at Cache Junction, Utah, July 3, 1920. Photo in the
possession of USU Special Collections and Archives.

prominent. Canals cut through property
rather than property conforming to canals.
No more than 20 percent of the farmers
lived on the land. Farms were scattered
along the canals, and roads were located
away from villages, giving an impression
of isolation rather than community. The
canals themselves gave a linear quality to
community as farmers over the entire 20
to 25 miles of a canal's length voted and
worked together and shared each other's
aspirations and problems.

Reservoirs Boom
By 1890, even more dramatic changes
were afoot as science was applied to irrigation, and surveys and other federal programs provided information. These developments coincided with the rise of commercial agriculture and speculative land
development. Salt Lake City's emergence
as an urban center increased its need for
water. Laws changed and courts began to
play an important role in water control.
Commercial promoters entered the field of
water development, and the Carey Land
Act of 1984; brought settlers, state support, land grants, and speculative invest-

ment together on a scale not previously
possible. As a result, dozens of Utah projects were undertaken. Most, however,
failed for one reason or other.
Reservoirs were a particularly important
outgrowth of this new era. Previously, few
had believed water could be stored successfully. Now Utah Lake was improved
as a storage unit by dredging the channel
of the Jordan and installing pumps.
There was talk, too, of increasing the
lake's capacity by diking. Increased
national interest in water storage was
reflected in the Powell Irrigation Survey of
the early 1890s which mapped 13 reservoir sites in Utah, and, much to the relief
of Utah County, showed that evaporation
rates would jeopardize efforts to enlarge
Utah Lake as a reservoir.
The Powell Survey led to the construction of several reservoirs . Interest grew in
utilizing Bear Lake for that purpose. Thousands of small ponds were developed,
some as part of estate-like homes in the
suburban areas of Salt Lake County,
some for recreation , and some to make
ice. Cities also started to impound water
for culinary purposes, a process that by
1910 had reached many rural towns.
SUMMER 1985
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Irrigation's Development and
For the first time local irrigation compan ies also participated in the reservoir boom.
At Newton in Cache Valley, a town company joined in the movement. On the
Provo River, Heber and Utah Valley irrigation companies dammed and regulated
the flow of the Uinta Mountain lakes.
Washouts and court actions hampered
their first efforts, but a working system
was in place by 1910.
There were some outstanding successes, including the East Canyon dam
constructed across a narrow rock canyon
at a cost of $50,000. According to a 1901
report:
a circular letter was senL to all the
holders of the ditch and reservoir stock.
asking each to state the value of the
crops produced above that which would
have been produced without the reservoir water. From the answers the officers
of the company have made a careful
estimate that the value of this water was
$60,000 during the season of 1900 ...
Sixty thousand dollars return upon an
investment of $50,000 gives a rate of
interest of 120 percent. From this it will
be seen that in the two years of use the
reservoir has paid for itself nearly twoand-one-half times.
Even the state of Utah rose to the bait of
reservoir building after the turn of the cen tury. From its completion in 1901 , the
state-built Hatchtown Dam leaked, and in
the spring of 1914, it collapsed completely. The state's Piute Dam was a
technical and practical success, but fail ure of the Jewish farming colony at Clarion, and problems of water delivery and
land development eventually forced the
state to assume heavy losses there as
well.

tem was supposed to deliver enough
water to irrigate 36,000 acres. An irrigation
district formed in 1903 offered $282,000 in
bonds for sale. The affairs of the company
were in such a sn~rl that only $75,000
worth of bonds were sold and these were
purchased by participating farmers. Poor
management fostered bitterness and frus tration. Commissions were illegally paid
for merchandising bonds, the district ran
out of funds and credit, and directors and
officers were discredited. The Amalgamated Sugar Company finally came to the
rescue in 1916, and the system was com pleted in 1922. Farmers suffered the most.
Direct costs exceeded $1 .5 million, bondholders lost heavily, and Amalgamated
Sugar is said to have lost a half-million
dollars. By the 1950s, however, the system was "technically superior and finan cially sound."

The. resewoir 600m

and trans-6asin
divetSwns continued to
~ the way peopfe
Civec( as tecFuiofo9J
advanced.

Trans-Basin Diversion
Oneida Irrigation Project

Other big projects were undertaken by
farm communities in which ownership and
control were broadly held. The complexity
of some of these projects hampered their
completion as illustrated by the Oneida
Irrigation Project in Cache Valley.
Launched in 1900, it was plagued by difficulties. Its builders planned to construct
70 miles of main and branch canals, 7
reservoirs , and miles of inverted syphons
at an estimated cost of $282,000. The sys-
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The initial trans-basin diversions were
apparently made in the 1880s by Heber
Valley farmers who, without benefit of outside aid or technical assistance, fore shadowed the Bureau of Reclamation's
Strawberry Project when they turned Colorado Basin water from Strawberry Creek
into Daniels Creek which is part of the
Great Basin drainage system. Later as
turn-of-the-century development accelerated, Salt Lake promoters took the lead.
Typical was the Oquirrh Water and Land
Company which conducted surveys in the

headwaters of the Provo and Weber
drainages, sounded Utah Lake, laid out a
canal system, and offered bonds for sale
in 1890 and 1891 . Not surprisingly, the
Oquirrh Company failed , but the idea of
moving water from one drainage to the
next attracted others.
Another trans-basin diversion that ultimately failed was undertaken by the New
Castle Reclamation Company, a Salt Lake
City and Cedar City firm . About 1910, it
proposed to develop vast tracts of the
Escalante Deseret west of Cedar City.
Building a large hotel "to accommodate
all the travelers " at a remote spot in the
desert, it bought steam tractors and what
may well have been southern Utah's first
Cadillacs to carry prospects to and from
the railroad .
By 1914, the New Castle Company had
completed construction of the Grass Valley Creek Dam and a 4,1OO-foot tunnel
diverting Colorado Basin water to the
Great Basin. The system initially func tioned well, although the reservoir filled
only "on the wetter years." In time, water
began to seep through volcanic formations under the reservoir. Other reverses
caused abandonment during the dry year~
of the 1930s and promoters incurred large
losses.
Problems of jurisdiction that linger yet
surrounded the development of the
Mammoth or Gooseberry Reservoir
located on the Colorado River drainage of
the Wasatch Plateau in Sanpete County.
Trans-basin diversion in this area involved
long and acriminious controversy between
Carbon and Sanpete counties. As early as
1890, Sanpete interests began to study a
trans-basin diversion at the Mammoth site
complete with tunnels, feeder canals, and
coordinated delivery systems.
After 1900, the board of the Sanpete
company was infiltrated by representatives of water users in Carbon and Emery
counties which are located in the Colorado Plateau. Sanpete claims apparently
lapsed entirely in 1905 due to failure to
show beneficial use, and a company dominated by Carbon County water users took
control. About 191 3, the State Land Board
advanced money to the Mammoth Reservoir Company, which consisted solelY of
Carbon County water users and land

Patterns of Life in Utah
promoters. The Mammoth Dam was finished in 191 5 but washed out in 1917. The
Price River residents had larger plans for
the project and secured state aid to build
the much larger Scofield Reservoir.
In the meantime, interest in tapping the
Colorado River drainage had revived in
Sanpete Cou nty. In addition to opening
several small trans-basin tunnels and
ditches, they renewed their efforts to
develop a major diversion on the Mammoth Reservoi r site. One plan based on
drainages already utilized by Carbon and
Emery county projects would have
req uired exchanges, severa l dams, and
70 miles of canal and estimated costs of
$6 to $8 million. Instead Sanpete water
users opted to negotiate with the Price
River Conservancy District to purchase
the Gooseberry rights. Ultimately the
entire movement broke down, and con troversy between the two regions con tinued during the 1950s and 1960s and
has apparently surfaced again recently.

Conclusion
Thus Utahns advanced from local pioneer
companies to water storage, large systems, and inter-basin diversions. It
became possible not only to "gradually
lead" water "where we want it to go" but
to "cut channels" for it and to "dam
against it. " These and other innovations
have transformed the landscape and provided an abundant life. On the other hand,
water dictates how we spend much of our
means and to a substantial extent how we
live our very lives. Our most far-ranging
visions foretell water's development.
Reg ional and community conflict grows
from it, and those who control it continue,
in important respects, to "own and hold
Utah" as they did in the days of the Utah
Commission. The configurations of our
population patterns along the Wasatch
Front take form from it as did the patterns
of life along Big Cottonwood's Upper
Canal in pioneer days. Various forces
obscure the formative influences of water
in this day of big government, high finance
and technology, but, as it has always done
in the deserts of the West, water gives
shape and form , molding our lives as it
does the environment around us.

Bear River Canyon. Utah. looking from Box Elder east toward Cache County (Bear River Canal). Photo by
C. J. Savage. 1891 , used with the permiSSion of USU Special Collections and Archives.
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round covers are low-growing plants
(generally 3 to 14 inches tall) that
help control weeds and erosion and also
complement the appearance of surround ing plants and structures. Many annual
and perennial flowers, some broad leaved
evergreens, certain conifers, and woody
decidous plants can serve as ground
covers.
Trials and observations of ground
covers were initiated in 1954 at the Farmington Research Unit of the USU Experiment Station System, a large segment of
which later became the Utah Botanical
Gardens of USU. located in Farmington.
Utah. Original plots allowed side-by-side
comparisons of related and non-related
varieties and identification of those that
are useful in some way for the Utah
landscape. Results of these trials are
reported in a booklet entitled "Ground
Covers," part of what will be a series of
publications entitled " Plants for Utah
Landscapes." Of particular interest in the
publication are listings of the junipers,
flowering annuals, and ground covers that
have been found to be suitable for Utah
conditions. Tables indicate which of these
ground covers are suitable for all exposures, and those requiring sun or shade.
The publication also evaluates the most
hardy varieties, and those suitable for
special -use sites.
The following factors should be considered when selecting ground covers.
Many popular ground covers are lowmaintenance plants, but all require some
care, depending on site conditions. For
instance, even the drought-resistant
snow-in-summer (Cerastium tomentosum)
must be liberally watered until it is permanently established. Only then can it be
maintained with an occasional deep
watering.
Ground covers that are especially lowgrowing may need a yearly mowing.
Woody plants will do best if thinned and
partially cut back once a year. All types of
ground cover respond favorably to spring
fertilization when the lawn is fed .
Landscape Value

Any related materials, inert or alive, should
be considered as part of the ground cover
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in an open area. These materials include
concrete, bark mulch, lawn, and ground
covers. Remember that no single ground
cover provides the total answer to landscape maintenance. Each particular plant
is especially suited to solving a particular
landscape problem.
Almost any ground cover will increase
an area 's aesthetic appeal when it is
tastefully integrated with other plants.
Unfortunately, many people mistakenly
believe that a single ground cover provides all the solutions to landscape maintenance. That is simply not so. The aesthetic appeal of a particular ground cover
must be considered in relationship to its
requirements for water, soil, light, and
other unique features of the potential
planting site.
Pedestrian Traffic

Most ground cover plants tolerate little
traffic. Creeping Thymes ( Thymus praecox arcticus) and Dwarf Cinquefoils
(Potentilla tabernaemontam) are more
likely to survive abuse than the succulent
Sedums, however.
Stepping stones may allow traffic
through areas planted to ground covers.
An occasional misdirected footstep will
not harm most ground covers, but choose
plants accordingly if more traffic is
anticipated.

priate texture to a landscape plan otherwise devoid of contrast. Small areas of the
spring -blooming Rock Cress can provide
needed ground cover and accent as it
cascades in crevices of rocks or walls.
Water

Apply water immediately after transplanting ground covers to the permanent site.
In heavy, non-porous soils, follow the
initial soaking with another irrigation later
the same day. A soaking daily or every
other day for two to three weeks is
required during hot and dry weather. For
the rest of the year, most plants require a
deep watering (about the amount applied
when 1 inch of water from an overhead
sprinkler is collected in a 1-gallon can)
every third or fourth day.
Plants on sandy, more porous soils
must be watered daily for two to three
weeks; water every other day thereafter.
Deeper-rooted and drought-adaptable
juniper plants need only bi-weekly irrigation following the establishment year.
Even though adequate water is
extremely important during the establishment phase, many people tend to overwater ground covers after plants have
become established.

Exposure

Combining Ground Covers

Interplanting two ground covers may
enhance the development and coverage,
especially if one of the ground covers is
hard to establish. For example, the trailing
evergreen Ivy (Hedra helix). is perfectly
hardy in Utah in partial shade or on the
north side of a home. Slightly increasing
the spacing between ivy and using Sweet
Woodruff (Asperula odorata) as a filler can
achieve quick ground coverage.
The creative gardener may utilize plants
generally not considered ground covers,
such as Blue Fescue (Festuca ovina
glauca) , or Rock Cress (Aubrieta deltoides) . The unique, upright silver-blue
Blue Fescue grass may lend the appro-

Plants such as Periwinkle ( Vinca minot)
tolerate wide ranges of light exposure.
Others require specific amounts of direct
daylight. Dwarf Spring Cinquefoil, for
example, prefers full sun. Sweet Woodruff
needs at least partial shade. Creeping
Oregon grape (Mahonia repens) . a native
Utah plant, must be protected from drying
winds.

Solis

Till soil to a depth of 8 to 12 inches before
planting. A good topsoil and adequate
drainage are generally all that is necessary to grow healthy ground covers. Some
may have more specific requirements;
e.g .. Bearberry (Arctostaphylos Uva-urs/)

6ROU
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requires a soil rich in organic matter.
Shallow-rooted ground covers usually
require annual fertilization, depending on
the results of a soil test. (County Extension offices can help you take a soil sam ple and interpret the results) .
A complete fertilizer containing nitrogen
and phosphorus may be applied and tilled
to a depth of 6 to 10 inches at planting.
Soils later will become deficient in nitrogen, either as this nutrient is used by
plants or as it is leached through the soil
profile. Applying a nitrogen fertilizer (a
lawn fertilizer, one which does not contain
the broadleaved weed killer, 2, 4-0) in the
spring usually provides adequate nitrogen
for these plants.

in the spring when plants are more readily
available. Nurseries have larger selections
of plants during May and June.
All plants should be removed from their
containers and planted as soon as possible since root hairs will begin drying out
within minutes after removal from con tainers. When planting a large area, deal
with one small section at a time.
Dig each hole 1 Y2 times deeper than its
correct planting depth and fill in the bottom of the hole with the soil to allow for
effective root development. Firmly pack
the soil around each plant with your hand,
heel, or fingers. Water the area immediately after planting so it is wet to a depth
of 8 to 10 inches.

Planting Tips

Weed Control

Plants used as ground covers are not
always planted closely together. Some
ground covers, such as Sun Rose (Helianthemum numularium) do form mats and
can be planted closely together but
crowded plantings of prostrate junipers,
for example, would promote disease and
cause plants to appear ragged as they
aged.
Most ground covers in Utah are planted

Hand weeding may be all that is required
to remove a few weeds, but numerous
annual weeds or noxious perennial weeds
may require chemical control. If ground
covers are planted on sites that were previously weed infested, pre-emergent
chemicals such as oacthal may be applied immediately after planting. Such
herbicides control only weeds that are
developing from germinating seeds, how-

ever. Weed control may be a major concern limiting the widespread use of woody
ornamentals, including junipers, as ground
covers.
Contact a county Extension agent or a
professional landscape pest -control company for help with more serious problems
like quackgrass or other noxious weeds.
Consider Annual Flowers

In a new home, annual flowers provide
summer-long color while selecting permanent ground covers. Remember that
some annual flowers must be placed
closer together than others for the desired
appearance associated with ground
covers.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

William A. Varga is a research associate in the
Plant Science Department and directs horticUltural research efforts at the display gardens at
the Farmington research unit of the Experiment
Station. He is a landscape garden consultant
and is writing a weekly column on home gardening for the Deseret News.

TABLE 1. GeneralUst of Utah ground covers.
FOR ALL EXPOSURES
Plant Name

*Bugle Weed
Ajuga genevensis

Height

4 inches

Landscape Consideration

Leaf Color

Flower

Exposure

Tolerates poor soil

Green

Blue

All exposures

All exposures

*Bishop's Weed
Aegopodium podagraria
variegatum

14 inches

Extremely vigorous; may become weedy;
flourishes in rich or poor soil.

Light green,
edged white

*Periwinkle
Vinca major

18 inches

Rapid grower

Dark green

Blue

All exposures

Small, purple flowers stand eight inches above
foliage

Gray

Purple

All exposures

Red stems; may become weedy

Green

Pink

All exposures

6 inches

Utah native plant; fares better in soil prepared
with peat moss

Dark green
shade

Pink

Sun or partial

4 inches

Many excellent species and varieties of Sedum
available

Green to red

Pink

Sun and
shade

Lamb's Ear
Stachys byzantina
Polygonum cuspidatum
(var. compactum)
Bearberry
Arctostaphylos uva -ursi
'Dragon's Blood
Sedum spurium

6 inches

36 inches

·These plants have a wide distribution and are readily available locally. Others are available through a phone search locally or by catalog mail order.
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Who Gains ~r Lose~
When Big-Game
Uses Private Lands?
T

he economic impact of big-game
animals on private land has been a
controversial topic. Wildlife is a unique
natural resource because we all "own" it,
yet not all of us pay to maintain them. Until
recently, ranchers lacked the economic
incentives to include wildlife in their management schemes. Some landowners now
find that big-game bring monetary benefits
that offset at least some of the costs
associated with wildlife.
Big-game (deer and elk) herds migrate
as seasons change, so the number of
landowners who help feed wildlife
exceeds the number who share in the
revenue from leasing hunting rights. Landowners who support big-game during the
winter rarely have many of these animals
on their land during the fall hunting season. Some pay the costs of producing
wildlife while others receive the benefits.
This study examined the costs and
related benefits of big-game animals on
private land near Coalville, Utah, and the
possible effects of changes in the size of
the local big-game herds. Most of the
study area lies in Summit County northeast and southeast of Coalville. About
95 percent of the study area is privately
owned (Table 1); it contains some of
Utah's finest and most productive biggame rangeland.

Costs AHributable to Big-Game

Table 2 shows private landowners' esti mated expenses related to use of their
land by big-game. Farmers and ranchers
in deer herd until 19 were randomly
selected and either interviewed or sent
questionnaires. They were asked to make
a reasonable estimate of damage caused
by big-game animals ' use of forage. Average estimated loss or damage was
$9.35/acre for elk and $6.15 / acre for
deer on cropland, and $3.75/acre for elk
and $1 .22/acre for deer on rangeland . Of
course, some areas may have incurred
extensive damage while other areas suffered little, if any, damage.
The analysis assumes that crops and
hay consumed by big-game could have
been sold, rangeland forage could have
been available for domestic livestock, and
money spent to maintain fences could
have been used for other purposes. Landowners' damage estimates might be
inflated, although it would be difficult to
determine how much they are inflated.
This study did not attempt to evaluate the
accuracy of these estimates.
Table 3 projects estimated costs to the
entire area covered by Utah's deer herd
unit 19.
Forms of Damage

Movement of Big-Game Herds

Snow depth appears to trigger the fall
migration of big-game animals that winter
in deer herd unit 19. Migration to wintering
areas begins as the snow cover increases
over about 20 inches (Hickman 1971).
A few animals head to lower elevations
as early as November 1, but most do not
migrate until late November and the first
two weeks of December. Animals move to
higher elevations in the spring when the
snow melts and/or the forage starts to
grow.
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The most prevalent depredation occurs
on rangeland forage, but big-game also
use croplands (predominantly hay) and
may damage haystacks.
Hunters and recreationists also may
cause damage when they leave gates
open, cut fences , and trespass. Preventing or correcting this type of damage may
be a considerable financial burden to
some resident landowners.
Benefits

Table 4 shows the average return per
acre, total acres leased for hunting, and

total returns received by farmers and
ranchers from the lease of hunting rights
in the Unit.
These returns and other nonmonetary
benefits associated with the presence of
big-game in the unit are not reflected in
the costs associated with game but are
nonetheless important when making management decisions.
Economic evaluation of wildlife is a very
difficult and controversial subject. Gross
value (measured by expenditures of
money or time) can be calculated to some
degree of accuracy. Gross value indicates
the general importance of wildlife, but
does not reflect value above the cost of
using the resource. Net value estimates
that supposedly solve this problem are
based on information that is difficult or
impossible to obtain. Consequently, the
following estimate of the economic benefits of big-game has limitations, and its
accuracy is subject to question.
Hansen (1977) determined a big-game
hunting user value of $47.44 and a nonconsumptive use value of $1 .68 per userday. Figures from Hansen (1977 and
1979) and interviews with Utah Division of
Wildlife Resources personel (1984) were
used to derive a conservative estimate of
2,950 big-game user-days per year in
deer herd unit 19, or a total of $144,904.
Thus, the total monetary benefits resulting
from big-game in the unit amounts to
$207,463. This is $25,824 less than the
costs associated with big-game.
The economic benefits of big -game in
the study area also are reflected in
willingness-to-pay, as determined by the
amount sportsmen pay to join one of the
local hunting clubs. Two of the five hunting clubs in the area offered information.
Those two clubs stated that dues total
$150.500 annually, indicating that sportsmen probably pay a considerable amount
for hunting rights , perhaps as much as it
costs landowners to support the herds.

D. B. NIELSEN, D. D. LYTLE, F. WAGSTAFF
Big-game may bring additional nonmonetary benefits to Summit County resi dents, Utahns, and society. Those benefits
should also be considered.

larly true if a person do~ not personally
experience the negative consequences
associated with an increase in herd size.

Resources would be unwarranted anC1
economically unjust to the resident
landowners.
When Herd Size Decreases

Who Gains or Loses When Herd
Size Changes?
This study attempted to determine wh ich
people and organizations would benefit or
be negatively affected by an increase or a
decrease in the size of the big-game
herds in the area.
When Herd Size Increases
Hunting clubs would obviously benefit if
herd size increased, but only if the available habitat is able to support and maintain
the additional animals over the long run.
Insufficient habitat would eventually mean
the increase would have a negative
impact.
Larger herds increase hunter success
rates and create more interest in joining
local hunting clubs. Clubs might reap an
additional $2,700 to $18,500 per year if
the size of the deer and elk herds
increased by 20 percent, and they were
able to sell an increased proportion of
memberships.
An increase in herd size would also
affect nonconsumptive uses such as
photography and nature study. Studies
indicate that both hunters' and sightseers'
enjoyment increases significantly when
big-game sightings are more frequent,
even if the hunter is unable to harvest an
animal (Kennedy 1974).
More people seem to be knowledgeable
about issues involving wildlife and are
apparently better able to make intelligent,
informed decisions concerning environ mental issues. Even so, the majority of
people would probably prefer that herd
sizes increase, even if the additional
animals damaged habitat. This is particu -

DaftUlge from
deer9r~on~

Jiefcfs rafl9e5 from sfi9ht
to foss ofan entire cuttif19
of hay.

An increase in herd size can be very
damaging during a severe winter, such as
during 1983-84. Too many animals on
winter ranges can devastate the habitat.
Winter ranges recover slowly, particularly
where animals are concentrated. A winter
as severe as 1983-84 would probably
affect all deer wintering areas at low
elevations.
Spring use on alfalfa fields by big-game
would certainly increase. This is a controversial topic; unfortunately, there are few
reliable methods to measure the impacts.
The most severe problem associated
with use of alfalfa fields by deer occurs in
the fall. Eighty-two percent of the area
ranchers claimed that deer grazed their
fields during the fall. Damage ranges from
slight to loss of an entire cutting of hay.
Most area landowners thought that any
increase in herd numbers over that proposed herd size by the Division of Wildlife

The landowners who experience wildlife
depredation problems WOUld, of course,
support actions leading to smaller herds.
Wildlife enterprises on private land are still
a relatively new concept in the unit. Landowners will probably demand a greater
role in the management of the herds as
the awareness of the value of wildlife
resources increases.
Vegetation on overused winter range
would improve if herd size decreased. A
few mild winters also would help keep the
deer herd dispersed and aid in habitat
recovery.
The management decisions that affect
herd size will probably reflect the views of
those able to exert political pressure.
Hunters and other outdoor groups are
acquiring more political clout and are
becoming more sophisticated in applying
political pressure. There would be little
support for a managed reduction in the
size of big -game herds in the area unless
such a decrease was warranted by scien tific evidence and the public was wellinformed as to the need for such action.
More Research Needed
This case study indicates that more
research is required in the area of wildlife
economics. There are no reliable methods
to measure the economic impact of biggame use of private land. The benefits
derived from big-game animals are difficult to assess when travel cost, user day,
willingness-to-pay, or similar methods are
used.This study may not represent conditions elsewhere, but the results may
encourage similar research that
addresses the issues surrounding biggame use of private land.
SUMMER 1985
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TABLE 3. Damage costs caused by deer and elk In Utah deer herd unit 19.
Use and Damage Costs by Both Deer and Elk
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Use of Cropland

Daer

Elk

Acres
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31 ,350

3,896

520

Dollars
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39,609

6.964

Hay

Other

Fence Maintenance
and Related COttts

Total Damage
Value
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TABLE 4. Monetary benefits from the lease of hunting rights.
Size of
Land Parcel
(Acres)

Dollars Received
Per Acre
(Average)

Total Acres
Leased for
Hunting

1-1 00
100-500
500-1,000
1,000-5,000
5,000-10,000

$0.20
0.25
0.34
0.39
0.41

3,450
8,920
37,350
91 ,487
27,463

TOTALS
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168,670

Total Monetary
Benefits to
Landowners

$62,559
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tein is determined by an analysis for nitrogen. Dry matter is determined by drying a
sample at approximately 100 degrees
Centigrade until it attains constant weight.
A new computer-assisted analysis of
alfalfa hay uses near infrared reflectance
spectroscopy to estimate nutrient content.
This rapid service is now available in
Utah, and feed and livestock managers
are utilizing this service more often. Feed
analysis is being used more as the basis
of pricing alfalfa hay and in balancing feed
rations.

Sampling Hay
Hay must be sampled properly to obtain
an accurate analysis of quality. A proper
sample contains proportions of leaves and
stems similar to those found in the hay
being sampled. Obviously, cOllecting only
leaves (or stems) would result in misleading analyses.
Sample baled hay with a forage core
sampler. Take core samples from 15 to 20
bales selected randomly from various
locations. Drill straight into the end of the
bale as far as possible. Combine samples
from a lot in a plastic bag, identify the
sample, and describe the hay as to the
cutting, maturity, and other pertinent
details. A modified sampling procedure
can be used for loose, pelleted, or
chopped hay.

Producing Quality Hay

Factors Affecting the Quality
of Alfalfa Hay
P

roducers and feeders of alfalfa
hay are becoming increasingly con cerned about hay quality. This concern is
well justified because alfalfa is by far the
most prominent harvested forage in the
western states. The kind and amount of
additional feed supplements needed for
efficient animal production depend on the
quality of the hay fed.
This article reviews some factors affecting hay quality that are under the control
of hay producers and handlers, and sug-
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gests ways to manage these factors to
maximize hay yields and quality.

Determining Alfalfa Quality
Fiber, protein, and dry matter are useful
chemical analyses for estimating feed
quality (digestible dry matter and digestible energy). Good-quality hay will be low
in fiber and high in protein and other
digestible nutrients. Acid detergent fiber
(ADF) is the currently recommended
method for evaluating fiber in alfalfa. Pro-

A good-quality hay is low in fiber, and high
in protein and other digestible nutrients.
Since most of the digestible nutrients are
in the leaves and most of the fiber is in the
stems, hay quality is largely a function of
leafiness. The higher the percentage of
leaves (on a weight basis), the higher the
concentration of digestible nutrients. Leafiness may range from about 30 to 70
percent.
Most production practices, including
variety, soil fertility, irrigation, harvesting
frequency, field curing, and harvesting
method, influence leafiness. Some management steps that increase the percentage of leaves are essentially cost-free,
while others require time or other resources. The most important general factor in increasing the quality of hay is a will ingness to pay close attention to details.

Variety
Modern alfalfa varieties differ in their
coarseness (stems) and leafiness. These
characteristics are mainly related to
growth rate and growing time to the flowering stage of maturity. If grown on the

D. W. JAMES, P. V. FONNESBECK, R. C. LAMB, and D. H. CLARK
same soil over the the same time, a rapidmaturing variety will have a lower percen tage of leaves, and will thus be poorer in
quality, than a slower-maturing variety.
Harvesting the rapid-maturity variety at an
earlier stage of maturity can produce
equivalent high-quality hay.

before or during harvest, thus decreasing
the percentage of leaves and reducing the
quality of hay. Even though alfalfa should
not be allowed to experience drouth at
any time during the growth cycle, it is also
important to remember that excessive irrigation also reduces alfalfa yield and
quality.

Time of Harvest

TABLE 1. Differences In quality by variety.1.2
Mean Percent
Variety

CP

ADF

NDF

Ugnin

Agate
Baker
Anchor
Deseret

19.7
19.5
18.2
17.8

36.0
37.9
37.7
40.9

41 .6
43.9
43.6
47.1

7.6
7.7
7.9
8.4

1From Barnhill. J . V. 1984. The Quality of Alfalfa as Related to
Variety. M. S. Thesis. Utah State University.
2AII varieties c ut on same date. Quality of Oeseret. an earlymaturing variety. would..t>e higher if c ut earlier.

A 9oocf-qua6:ty

ftay is

CoW in fiber aricf hi9 h in
protein. Qua[i-o/ (ilio

rifCects
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Soli Fertility
In general, a lack of adequate phosphorus
and potassium will retard growth and
delay maturity. thus reducing hay quality.
However, a deficiency in soil fertility
mainly tends to reduce overall yield.
Sampling and testing soil to determine
optimum fertilizer applications will solve
this problem.

Irrigation
Timely application of the right amount of
water is essential to produce high-yielding
alfalfa. Poor irrigation management
appears to be the most important factor in
reducing yields in Utah. Alfalfa tends to
tolerate drouth, but will not grow while
under moisture stress. A shortage of moisture between irrigations effectively
shortens the growing season, and reduces overall yields. Growers who carefully select the right alfalfa variety and
purchase the best harvesting equipment
may sacrifice those advantages if they fail
to provide alfalfa with adequate water.
Good irrigation requires constant monitoring of transpirational demand, which in
turn is based on soil moisture and weather
conditions.
If alfalfa experiences moisture stress,
older leaves on the stems dry and fall off

able part of the alfalfa plant, and can
seriously lower yields and quality if not
controlled. Insect control is outlined in the
Alfalfa Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
program guides available at county
Extension offices.

Stage of maturity has a large impact on
the quality of alfalfa hay. Alfalfa may be
harvested from pre-bloom to full bloom.
Total yield (tonnage) for the cutting is
higher when alfalfa is cut at full bloom, but
since much of the increase in yield is due
to an increase in stems (mostly fiber). hay
quality actually decreases when harvest is
delayed until full bloom.
Hay should be cut at pre-bloom or very
early bloom to maximize the yield of digestible nutrients over the growing season.
Such a harvest schedule may enable producers in some areas of Utah to harvest
four cuttings. Producers must schedule
cutting for proper drying and harvest.

Weed Control
Since most weeds and grasses contain
fewer nutrients than alfalfa (many also
have other undesirable characteristics),
high-quality hay requires excellent weed
control. For more information, refer to
weed control recommendations in the
" Utah Weed Control Guide" available at
county Extension offices.

Insect Control
Most insect pests of alfalfa, such as
weevils, damage leaves, the most valu-

Rain Damage
Field drying is the most energy-efficient
preservation method, but forage may be
exposed to rain while drying or harvest
may be delayed to avoid rainfall. Our
research has shown that 1 inch of rain on
drying hay reduces hay quality more than
the reduction associated with a 1 -week
delay in harvest. The first rainfall causes
the most damage since it removes the
most soluble nutrients, thus reducing both
the quality and quantity of hay harvested.

TABLE 2. Effect of time of harvest on quality of first cutting-aHaHa 1•2
Cutting
date

Growth
stage

OM
when cut

Crude
Protein

ADF

OM
Digestibility

May 1
June 6
June 15
June 26

Vegetative
Bud
10% bloom
50% bloom

20.1
21 .5
23.2
25.1

24.3
20.6
17.0
16.5

32.5
34.7
36.3
40.1

67.0
63.0
59.3
56.1

1From Anderson. M. J . 1976. Factors That Influenc e Nutritive Value of Irrigated Alfalfa Forages. In Proceedings. First International Feed
Symposium. Logan. Utah.
2AII values are on a moisture-free basis. Comparable values on an air-dry basis will be about 10% lower (e.g. 18.1% instead of 20.1%
OM when cut).

(Continued on page 70 )
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Side view of a single-pipe system.

ome observers say surge flow irrigation is one of the most important
advances in surface irrigation in more
than 50 years. That's not a hyperbolic
assessment, as farmers around the world
will discover when they start to reap
benefits of the new irrigation technology.
An indirect benefit of spread of the new
technology will place more credit for the
achievement where it belongs-at Utah
State University.
The deceptively simple concepts underlying surge flow irrigation were the result
of rather serendipitous discoveries by
engineers with the USU Agricultural and
Irrigation Engineering Department. Some
farmers had known for years that stopping, then resuming irrigation somehow
helped water advance farther down a
field. The implications of the tactic (called
"bumping") had not been fully explored
until irrigation engineers Glen E.
Stringham and Jack Keller were studying
ways to automate furrow irrigation in the
late 1970s. The potential of the technique
soon became apparent.
"The negative pressure in soil actually
collapses a thin layer of soil at the surface, thus reducing permeability. In the
next cycle, reduced infiltration means less
water is absorbed into the wetted area, so
the water can extend farther along the
field," explains USU irrigation engineer
Wynn R. Walker. Research since discovery of the concept has shown that surge
flow irrigation consistently saves
substantial-often 50 percent or moreamounts of water compared to conventional surface flow irrigation systems.
For example, in one sandy loam field in
central Utah with furrows one-quarter mile
long, infiltration during the advance phase

was so high that irrigation water traveled
only two-thirds the length of the furrow
before it disappeared in the ground. As a
result, part of the field received more tha~
6 inches of water while the rest of the field
received none. With surge flow, however,
the farmer could uniformly distribute a 2inch layer of water over the whole field,
thus increasing corn yields enough during
the first year to pay for the surge flow system. Moreover, it's far easier to limit water
infiltration to the root lone, where it aids
plant growth.

More Complex Than TradllloMl PractIce
Previously, farmers who practiced "bumping" waited hours or even days before
reapplying water. USU engineers quickly
found that water could be reapplied after
just a few minutes to capitalize on the soilsealing properties of the first application.
Walker and Stringham say surge flow
management is more complex than traditional surface irrigation practices since, in
addition to selecting inflow rates and total
times of application, irrigators must also
select a cycle time, cycle ratio, and a cutback strategy.
The controlling factor appears to be the
depth of water required to replenish the
root lone water supply. Generally, the
more water required, the longer the cycle.
But other factors must be considered during the advance phase, including inflow
rates and cycle time, which in turn vary
with field length, soil infiltration rates. the
effect of surges, furrow shapes and size.
and surface debris. It's readily apparent
why some theoretical aspects of surge
flow appear to be deceptively simpleuntil they are applied in the field.

An early prototype of the single-pipe system, ca. 1983.

SURGE FLOW
"With all the hydraulic factors to consider, it's easy to design a system that
won't work any better than current systems," Walker says. He notes that the
advance phase has been studied extensively, and the USU engineers are now
concentrating on the cutback phase when
the hydraulics must meet two seemingly
contradictory objectives-maintaining the
water flows while reducing the flow of
water· at the end of the field. A constant
inflow is necessary for uniform distribution
and to keep flows in the headland facilities
constant, while the amount of tail water
must be limited so "excess" water doesn 't
run off the edge of the furrow.
To regulate water flow in a conventional
surface irrigation system, farmers had to
constantly scramble to adjust gates and
values. In a surge flow system, however,
the flow of water is either on or off-a
major attribute of the system.The relatively
simple controls required to turn water on
and off enhances automation, and makes
it possible to conserve water during the
cutback phase.
If, for example, a surge flow system
delivers a maximum of 20 gallons per
minute (gpm), and the desired average
flow is 10 gpm, simply letting water flow
for half the time results in the desired
average flow, yet water would still flow at
the rate of 20 gpm from the pipe gate.
"Farmers don't have to fool around with
the width of set or size of the furrow openings," Walker adds. "And it's also important to remember that the actual flow of
water to the system is constant-in this
case, 20 gpm per furrow-even though
the average flow is less. That's extremely
important whenever water flows across
the soil since it's best to have the flow as
high as possible."

Cutback Phase
Concepts associated with the cutback
phase are also deceptively simple but difficult to implement. Among the factors that
affect the timing of water surges during
the cutback phase are the soil type, infiltration rate (it changes dramatically
between surges), and variations in the
speed of surges (since the most recent
surge moves faster than the previous
56 UTAH SCIENCE

surges, surges merge in furrows and
become one flaw).
Obviously, irrigators face a bewildering
variety of decisions, and that's where
microcomputers will play an important
role. Once models are developed to
determine the optimum irrigation tactics,
the information can be included in selfcalibrating control systems (SCCS), which
include a microcomputer, soil moisture
sensors, and automated headland facilties
monitored and controlled by the operator.
Researchers will eventually study other
factors, such as adding fertilizers to irrigation water and how to leach salts from the
soil profile.

...Tf9ufatit19 fow is
simpo/ amatter oftlUl1if19
water on or Off (or
relying on equipment
whicli does it
automatimlIy) .

Funding for Project
Central funds from the Agricultural Experiment Station, equivalent to venture capital, supported the original research, and
demonstrate the potential benefits in supporting innovative concepts. Stringham
and Keller have applied for a process
patent, and most of the revenue from the
patent, if granted, will revert back to the
university to support research and scholarships. They have also applied for the
copyright on the process.
Stringham says the system has
"obvious potential" in much of the Third
World, particularly in the tropics where
heavy rainfall is followed by near-drought
conditions. Of the approximately 61 million
acres irrigated in the United States last

year, surge flow should be economically
feasible on nearly 22 million acres.
"Surge flow requires high technology
and the willingness to invest. It appears
that it can compete monetarily with
sprinkler irrigation since it reduces energy
consumption by 50 percent or more,"
Stringham adds. He notes that the water
for most sprinklers require pressure of
about 30 pounds per square inch (almost
50 pounds at the discharge pump), equivalent to pumping water about 115 feet up
in the air. If the head is not available from
gravity, a surge flow system requires only
enough energy to pump water up 2-6 feet
in the air. Much of the land now under surface irrigation will also be suited to surge
flow systems, particularly as water tables
drop and cost of water increases.
Walker says surge flow systems are
particularly popular in Texas where an
estimated 1,500 surge flow systems were
in operation during 1984, and he anticipates that the systems will quickly
become popular in Kansas, Nebraska,
Oklahoma, and California.
Farmers with furrow irrigation systems
probably already own most of the equipment required for a surge flow system,
and may be able to convert to surge flow
for about $100 per acre. Starting from
scratch would cost about $350-$400 per
acre, but savings in water and energy
would pay for the system within a relatively short period.
Ironically, inexpensive water in Utah
has dampened interest in the concept, but
Stringham says interest in surge flow systems in the state will increase when
farmers realize the labor-saving aspects
of the system, particularly part-time
farmers who aren 't around to regulate the
flow of water.

Development of the System
The search for labor-saving irrigation
techniques was a major impetus behind
development of the system, Stringham
notes. (Even so, some farmers have been
so impressed by the concept that they
have manually regulated the flow of
water.) Once water starts flowing through
the tubes and furrows of conventional sur-
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face irrigation systems, farmers essen tially lose control of the irrigation system
unless they are willing to spend a lot of
time moving tubes or adjusting flow rates.
In most cases, though, it's cheaper to let
water run off the end of the field than to try
to regulate the flow.
That's not true in a surge flow system
where regulating flow is simply a matter of
turning water on or off (or relying on
equipment which does it automatically).
"Our work was motivated by a desire to
put some method of automating surface
irrigation in the hands of farmers, who are
often berated for their 'inefficient' use of
water. Until surge flow was developed, we
had not given them the equipment to do
anything about it," Stringham adds.
A major farm machinery manufacturer
has expressed interest in developing a
single-pipe system that contains all the
necessary equipment. If the concept is
successful, farmers will eventually be able
to buy complete units off the shelf. Once
pipes are installed , different fields can be
irrigated simply by moving the controller
(a battery, microcomputer, and air com pressor). Most surge flow systems have
two lines. The first prototypes of a singleline system are being tested in Utah this
summer.

Improved Efficiency

Surge flow technology isn't the only way
to cut irrigation costs, notes irrigation
engineer Robert W. Hill. Since 1980, he
has helped county Extension agents
develop and utilize computerized irrigation
schedules. The schedules are based on
information recorded on 19 data pods and
six larger dataloggers at various locations
around the state, and neutron probe readings from USU Extension and the Soil
Conservation Service. County Extension
agents collect the data once a week, and
then use an Apple" computer to calcu late the water requirements for specific
crops. Hill estimates that this service is
available in counties representing approximately 60 percent of the irrigated
acreage in the state.
"The largest savings generally occur
early and late in the season. One farmer
said learning when not to irrigate saved an

amount equal to the increase in his power
bill from the previous year, even after a
40 -percent increase rate hike," Hill adds.
Utah has relatively little farmland under
irrigation compared to some western
states. Nonetheless, Utah farmers can still
tap hefty savings in scheduling irrigation
and testing pumps. Hill says power savings from increased pump efficiency
could total about $2 million annually; he
estimates farmers could save an additional $2 million or more annually through
irrigation scheduling.
His research indicates there are tre mendous differences in the efficiency of
water application. The amount of water
applied that was actually utilized by plants
ranged from 18 percent to 60 percent.
"We found some farmers were pumping
more than 95 acre-inches of water during
the growing season on crops that required
only 25 acre-inches of water. That's
almost four times as much water as
necessary. Farmers simply can 't afford
those pumping costs," Hill adds.
He is currently developing crop yield
simulation models for alfalfa, corn, dry
beans, potatoes, and wheat based on soil
and weather data, daily evapotranspiration, and soil water budgets. So far, the
model has been about as accurate in
estimating soil water status as neutron
probe measurements.
Hill is also gathering data to help estimate crop water use in various areas of

the state, and has established automated
remote weather data stations to gather
data on crop water use for selected areas
of the Bear River Basin.
Other irrigation-related research indicates that demand for non-agricultural
uses of water will create incentives for
farmers to use water more efficienly. Hill
and economist Jay Andersen are developing strategies to help farmers keep and
apply water. Andersen proposed time-ofday rates for irrigation rates that were
adopted; the new rates could cut pumping
expenses by $2 million annually. Addi tional savings are possible with further
changes in electrical rates and structures.
Andersen and Hill note that "the value
of water in alternative uses is higher than
in agriculture. The impact of water
transfers will fall heavily on agriculture,
and on the agricultural input and marketing sectors."
Among the new computerized tools is a
program developed by soil physicist John
Hanks and soil scientist Phil Rasmussen
that helps farmers understand how water
affects crop yields. The "game" simulates
the effects of irrigation on a crop of corn,
and teaches the principles of irrigation
without jeopardizing crops. A variation of
the program is used to estimate how con servation tillage affects water use and
crop yields on dry land, and available soil
moisture on range lands.
- The Editor

A prototype of the singlepipe system tested this
summer. Regulating flow is

a matter of turning
__ ~~:=irli!:r~~ simply
water on or off (or relying
-=~~~~~

on equipment which does
~!!!JI.~ it automatically). (Photo by
..
G. E. Stringham)
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rom pioneer settlement in Utah
more than 130 years ago, agricultural
production has declined as a proportion of
total economic activity (employment, personal income, gross sales, and other
measures). Yet, the decline in the number
of workers required to produce food has
been essential in fostering economic
growth in Utah and throughout the nation.
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FIGURE 2. Employment in Utah agriculture.
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As the serious plight of agriculture became more evident during 1984, the Utah Department of Agriculture
and the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station initiated
research to describe the present problems, assess the
contributions of agriculture to Utah's economy, and
investigate agriculture's potential role in the state. The
two articles in this issue are the first to explore these
and related issues. Future articles will examine agriculture's contribution to Utah's economy and alternatives for agricultural development.
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Utah farmers are part of the highly productive American agricultural system;
each farmworker now produces food and
fiber for 79 persons, one -third of whom
live outside of the United States. This is a
dramatic increase from 1940 when one
farmworker produced for only 11 others.
Increases in output and efficiency mean
most American consumers spend only
about 13 to 15 percent of their disposable
income for food , compared to 34 percent
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Intense competition in the farm sector has
prompted farmers to become more productive and efficient. The capacity to produce enough to drastically reduce farm
prices forces producers to cut per-unit
costs in order to make a profit, often by
producing more per unit of input. Farmers
have found it profitable to mechanize,
farm larger acreages, and use much less
labor.
These changes have coincided with a
decline in the number of farms in Utah,
from 28,500 in 1940 to about 13,000 at
present. Average farm size increased from
200 acres in 1930 to 1,000 acres now.
Nearly one-half of these remaining farms
have less than $5,000 in gross sales
annually, and about one-half contain
fewer than 50 acres. Thus. most farm output and farm income is derived from a few
large production units. A recent small
increase in farm numbers reported by the
Agricultural Census (from 12,800 to
13,800 farms) is attributable to an
increase in the number of part-time units.
Changes in farming methods have led
to a decline in the number of farms and
the number of farmworkers in Utah; only
about 3 percent of the state's workers are
now directly employed on farms.

Farm-Related Economic Activity

$non. '.,m
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Fewer But Larger Farms

Years

FIGURE 5. Utah farmers net income. 1950·83.

100

in Russia, and well over one-half of disposable income in many developing countries. Since the cost of food in the United
States includes substantial amounts for
transportation, processing, packaging, and
retailing, farmers receive less than onethird of each dollar spent for food (only
about 4 percent of consumers' disposable
income).

Decreases in the number of farmworkers
and income to the farm sector have been
largely offset by other increases in farmrelated economic activities. When related
economic activity is considered, agricul ture is the nation's largest industry, and
comprises over 20 percent of the U.S.
gross national product.
SUMMER 1985
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Various attempts have been made to
measure how much economic activity is
generated by the food and fiber sector. A
USDA report estimates that 21 percent of
all Utah employment is in the food and
fiber sector, including extensive retailing
and servicing of all aspects of agricultural
production and distribution. Estimated
employment includes processing and distribution of food and fiber products
(whether or not the basic commodities
were produced in Utah) and employment
generated by spending incomes earned in ·
the food and fiber sector. Thus, the food
and fiber sector in Utah generates a total
of 124,000 jobs.
Barber (1985) indicated that applying
an export base multiplier of 2.1 to the
"basic" agricultural employment in Utah
means that "132,284 jobs are either
directly or indirectly related to food production, manufacturing, distribution, and
consumption in Utah." He acknowledged
that "not all of these jobs are tied directly
to food produced in Utah. Much of the
food consumed here is imported from outside the state."
The importance of agriculture varies in
different regions of the state. As Barber
notes:
Employment data can provide an
even better illustration of the importance of agriculture to the economies
of many rural Utah Counties. If total
farm proprietors, farm wage and salary
workers, food manufacturing and all
other jobs related to Utah agriculture
production, as described earlier, are
examined in relation to total jobs, the
results show how significant agriculture
is in some counties ... Rich county leads
with 52%, followed by Piute 47%,
Wayne 41 %, San Pete 35%, Emery
31 % and Morgan 30%. The lowest percentages are Salt Lake 2%, followed
Davis, Tooele, Grand and Carbon with
about 4%. These percentages do not
include the induced employment
created by the basic nature of most of
these jobs. If these were included it
would show that agriculture comprises
the dominant portion of the economies
in many rural Utah Counties.
The employment multiplier of 3.8 for the
state also means that the 20,000 jobs in
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agriculture produce a total of 76,000 jobs
in the state, 12 to 13 percent of toal
employment. The output multiplier of 2.4
means that total agricultural output (cash
receipts) of about $579 million generates
a total output of $1 .39 billion.

A9ricuIture in utah

6e a thTivin9
industry 6utfanners nW(
appealS to

to ltUUUlge investments,

redilre operatin9 ~es
and improve ma~
techniques to remain in
tl9ricuIture.

A somewhat different way to examine
how agricultural sectors are related to the
remainder of the economy relies on input!
output models (Keith et aI., 1985). Such an
approach analyzes the connections linking all sectors of the economy, and indicates direct and indirect dependence
among sectors. Employment multipliers
and output multipliers calculated for each
sector (Type III multipliers) include
induced effects of household income
within the state.
Note that the poultry and egg sector
and the meat-animal sectors have the
highest output and employment multipliers. This means that these sectors are
more highly related to other sectors;
increases in these sectors have a greater
impact throughout the economy. An
increase in employment or output in the
livestock sectors triggers a relatively large
increase in economic activity, e.g., supplying feed and other inputs, and additional
proceSSing and distribution activities.
It must be noted, however, that some
sectors require very large initial investments, and that relatively large multipliers

do not necessarily mean these sectors
are profitable. Thus, it would not be
appropriate to emphasize those sectors
that are not profitable, even if multipliers
are relatively large.
The average of the agricultural
employment multipliers for the state is 3.8;
each new job in agriculture is accom panied by 2.8 additional jobs elsewhere in
the state's economy. (A decrease would
produce a corresponding decline.) A sim ilar relationship applies to the output multipliers: the average multiplier of 2.4 means
that each additional dollar of direct agri cultural output increases output by an
additional $1 .40 elsewhere in the
economy.
By any of these measures, agriculture
remains an important part of the state's
economy. As Barber (1985) indicates:
Agricultural development in some part
of rural Utah can do more for their
future by the creation of forward and
backward linkages than attempting to
achieve the same industrialization that
has occurred along the Wasatch Front.
Utah agriculture is indeed important to
Utah's economy and, furthermore, is
critical to the economic future of the
state.

Farm Cash Receipts
Total cash receipts to Utah farmers
have been increasing. In current dollars,
sales increased tenfold during the past 40
years. After discounting for inflation, cash
receipts have nearly doubled since 1940,
and increased by 27 percent since 1970.
About 75 percent of these cash receipts
are from sales of livestock and livestock
products. This proportion has remained
constant for several decades.

Problems In Farm Income
Net farm income, however, has tended to
decline since 1950, whether determined in
current dollars or after being discounted
for inflation.
The sharp decline in the ratio of prices
received to prices paid is largely attributable to the higher costs of interest,

energy, machinery, equipment, and
depressed commodity prices.
Cost of electricity has more than quadrupled during the past decade. Interest
rates have also increased. The government has reduced inflation to 4 percent
annually during the last three years, in
part because of tight-money policies.
These policies have, however, increased
interest rates that have driven up farm
operating costs and have driven down
farm values.
Declining exports have seriously
affected farm commodity prices, which
are very sensitive to surpluses. In 1981,
about 70 percent of U. S. wheat production was exported. The sustained high rel ative value of the U. S. dollar has made it
hard to sell our goods elsewhere and
reduced the relative cost of imported
goods.
In 1981 , the average price of wheat in
Utah was $3.70 per bushel. In 1984, the
price was $3.20. In Mexico, however, the
wheat could have been bought for the
equivalent of $3.70 in 1981 , but Mexicans
would have had to pay $26.56 per bushel
(8.3 times as much as the U. S. price
using deflated pesos) during 1984, an
increase in price which dramatically reduces exports. The value of the dollar has
also increased dramatically compared to
European currencies, and has thus hampered sales of our agricultural products to
Europe.

Escalating Farm Debt
Due to lower income and other factors,
farm debt has quadrupled since 1970 as
many farmers borrowed on their equity to
meet farm production and living expenses.
The number of bankruptcies, foreclosures,
and forced sales increased as farmers
were no longer able to borrow against
their equity. Of course, those who borrowed money recently at high interest
rates have been affected the most. Debt
as a percentage of total value has been
increasing rapidly, but average debt is still
not a large part of asset value. For the
approximately one-half of Utah farmers
who have significant debts, however,

those debts have become very burden some. The average indebtedness of those
who owe money is more than $150,000,
and is increasing rapidly.

Declining Land Values
Many factors have contributed to declining land values in the 1980s. Official
USDA estimates show land values in the
United States declined by about 8 percent
from 1980 to 1984. After discounting for
inflation, land values declined by more
than 20 percent.

Conversations with bankers and
farmers around the state indicate that the
value of farmland with no development
potential has declined more than these
averages indicate. Panic sales to protect
equity from eroding further could
decrease land prices even more.
The optimistic expectations regarding
production costs, world markets, future
land values, and interest rates pushed up
land prices during the 1970s, but subsequent reversals in those trends led to
lower land prices during the 1980s.
Increasing debt and declining land values
have nearly depleted the equity of many

TABLE 1. Agriculture-related employment in Utah by county, 1982-83.

County

Employment-Related to
Utah Agriculture
Production

Total
Employment

% of Total
Employment

Beaver
Box Elder
Cache
Carbon

1,298
5,699
284

1,470
14,230
22.102
7,762

22.7%
16.1
25.1
3.7

Daggett
Davis
Duchesne
Emery

49
1,673
858
1,519

292
47,226
5,012
4,890

16.8
3.5
17.1
31.1

Garfield
Grand
Iron
Juab

440
96
783
325

1,587
2,442
6,563
1,750

27.7
3.9
11.9
18.6

Kane
Millard
Morgan
Piute

160
1,245
369
171

1,144
4,446
1,242
365

14.0
28.0
29.7
46.8

Rich
Salt lake
San Juan
Sanpete

408
6,526
441
1,701

786
297,719
3,329
4,877

51.9
2.2
13.2
34.9

843
657
360
742

5,450
5,343
10,026
8,675

15.5
12.3
3.6
8.6

3,751
450
556
237

67,196
2,381
7,516
578

5.6
18.9
7.4
41 .0

Sevier
Summit
Tooele
Uintah
Utah
Wasatch
Washington
Carbon
Weber
STATE

33~

2,881

51,588

5.6

35,855

588,587

6.1

Source: Barber (1985).
Note: Column (A) does not include grocery trade or restaurants.
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farmers. When a farmer has 20 percent
equity in land, a decline of only 10 percent
in the value of land reduces his equity by
half. Any further decreases in land value
may render a farmer bankrupt.
Land Devoted to Crops
Concern over the loss of agricultural land,
especially prime agricultural land, had
prompted many proposals and methods
for " preserving " agricu Itural land. Much of
the decrease in the total land in farms in
Utah during the past 20 years has been
due to highways, housing, and other urban
uses.
The amount of cropland and irrigated
land did not decline proportionately to the
24 percent decline in farm acreage from
1964 to 1982. Acreage in cropland
declined sharply from 1964 to 1974, but
increased again by 1978 for a net decline
of 7 percent from 1964 to 1982. Irrigated
acreage decreased during the early
1970s, but increased again by 1978, so
irrigated acreage changed little from 1950
to 1982. Cropland was lost to urbanization
until the high grain prices and relatively
low farm costs (from 1973 to 1979) began
to slow the trend. More land came under
irrigation in the western parts of the state
during that period. Even though land was
still taken out of crop production along the
Wasatch Front, additional cropland was
put into production in other areas of the
state. New cropland may not have been of
similar quality to that lost to urbanization
but, in the aggregate cropland acreage
has remained nearly constant in the state.

A decline in agricultural prosperity
affects many segments of the economy.
Employment and production in many other
industries is dependent on the basic agricultural sector. Especially in rural areas, a
reduction in farm income may precipitate
declines in communities and high levels of
unemployment.
The recent decline in farm real estate
values means many producers face bankruptcy and loss of their accumulated life
savings. Historically, even though farm
income and return on agricultural investment have been relatively low, a farmer's
equity has tended to increase as real
estate values increased. The decline in
farm values may mean many farmers will
leave agriculture with few assets, even
though their net worth " on paper" may
have been high a few years earlier.
Many Utah farmers will have to carefully
manage their investments, reduce operating expenses, and improve marketing
techniques if they are to remain in agricul ture. Those who do not succeed may go
out of business. Farmers, consumers,
financial institutions, farm suppliers, farm
product processors and distributors, and
others have a stake in formulating policies
and programs that will help agriculture
regain its financial strength.

TABLE 2. Type III employment and output
muHipliers for Utah agricuHural
sectors.
Employment
Multiplier

Output
Multiplier

2.63
4.92
4.97
2.77
2.82

2.16
4.92
2.65
2.00
2.04

2.22
2.21
3.22

2.33
2.05
1.67

Dairy
Poultry
Meat animals
Grains
Alfalfa
Fruit and tree
nuts
Vegetables
Oil-bearing crops
Greenhouse and
nursery
Forestry and
fishery

2.14

1.76

2.31

1.77

Weighted average'

3.86

2.41

Source: Keith, Diamond, Andersen. and Snyder (1985).
' Weighted by value of output in each sector.

TABLE 3. Cash receipts from farming In
Utah.

Year

1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1983

Current Dollars
(Mil. current S)

Constant Dollars
(Mil. 1977 S)

47
152
163
222

224
271
320

517

386
429

317

579

Source: USDA, 1983. ERS economic indicators of the farm
sector. ECIFS 2· 4. Washington. D.C.: USGPO.

TABLE 4. Sources of farm cash receipts In Utah, 1983.
cash Receipts, 1983

Summary

Source

Source

MiI.S

Livestock

Many aspects of agriculture in Utah typify
a thriving industry. Production continues
to increase and consumers are well served. Other measures, especially farm
income, increaSing debt, and declining
farm values, indicate that Utah's farm sector is in serious trouble. Most farmers who
used credit to expand or improve their
farms during the last six to eight years
face serious financial problems due to
declining farm prices, increasing costs,
and high interest rates.
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Meat products
Dairy products
Poultry and eggs
Miscellaneous livestock
(wool, honey, etc.)

Livestock products
Cash receipts from farm
marketings

MiI.S

%

Food grains
Feed crops
Vegetables
Fruit, nuts
Other (greenhouse, forest
products, etc.)

30
63

11

Crops

Crops

208
150
46
29

36
26
8
5

433

75

$579

100%

11

5

24

2
4

18

3

146

25

Source: Economic Researc h Service, USDA, 1985. Economic Indicators of the Farm Sector: State Income and Balance Sheet Statistics.
1983. ECIFS 3-4. Washington. D.C.: USGPO.

TABLE 5. Net farm income of Utah farmers, 1950-1983.

TABLE 6. Ratio of prices received to prices
paid by farmers.

Year

Net Farm Income After
Inventory Adjustments
(Current Dollars in Millions)

Net Farm Income After
Inventory AdJustments'
(Real 1977 Dollars in Millions)

1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

64.0
48.8
30.4
33.3
62.3
64.2
81 .4
132.2
84.3
52.9
57.7
49.5
81 .3
109.2
63.0
77.2
27.3
38.4

167.4
112.4
62.0
62.7
95.4
93.6
114.0
175.1
103.8
58.9
61 .1
99.5
75.7
99.6
49.4
55.4
18.5
24.9

1973
1977
1983

138
100
83

Amols, George, and Wilson Kaiser. 1984. Agricultural Finance
Slatistics. 1960- 1983. Statistical Bulletin No. 706. Washington, D. C.: USGPO.
Barber,Brad. 1985. Importance of Agricultural Economy to
Utah's Future. The Western Planner 6 (January / February:
6· 7).

nominal net farm income
GNP deflator
x 100.

Real net farm income =

(1977 = 100)
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TABLE 7. Farm debt, Utah.
Year

Real-Eatate Debt
(Millions)

Farm Non-Real-Estate Debt
(Millions)

Total
(Millions)

1970
1975
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

139.3
217.3
486.3
548.6
608.2
627.5
656.0

135.3
225.2
410.2
389.9
420.7
449.5
444.4

274.6
442.5
896.5
938.5
1,028.9
1,077.0
1,100.0

Source: Amols and Kaiser (1984 ); and ERS. USDA (1985).
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Agricultural Production

Utah has historically been a " livestock"
state. Over the past 50 to 75 years, an
average of 75 percent of the cash sales
have been associated with livestock and
dairy products. Only 25 percent of cash
sales have resulted from crop sales,
including such commodities as hay,
grains, vegetables, and fruits. The majority
of the crop sales are from the sale of hay
and grains. Appropriate sfatistics for many
of the individual commodities are simply
not available, so many of the statistics in
this study have been modified from a vari ety of sources. Information on food and
feed grains is widely available.
Production statistics for other commodi ties, such as the various fresh and processed vegetables and certain fruits, are
collected only periodically and may not
accurately reflect current acreage and
yields. Yields per acre for most com modi-

ties are not reported , so estimates of
potential in-state yields were based on
yields obtained elsewhere.
A significant amount of grain is used for
human consumption: Wheat is processed
in flour, cereal, and related products; corn
is converted to flour, starch, syrup, and
vegetable oil; barley is used in many foods
and drinks; oats are used primarily in
cereals; and rye is used primarily in flour
and various drinks. Utah is a net exporter
of wheat. If we ignore animal consumption, enough barley and oats are grown in
the state to also meet in-state demand for
human consumption. However, more corn
and rye would have to be produced to
meet domestic needs.
Estimated food production by commod ity shown in Table 1 indicates that a wide
variety of food commodities are produced
in Utah, relatively few of which are produced in large quantities within the state.
Many vegetables are not commercially

grown in Utah or are grown in very small
quantities. Production figures for beef and
other meat animals may include some
younger animals that are fed out-of-state,
so actual production may be less than
indicated.
Food Consumption

Average consumption data are available
for the United States but, except for some
meats and fruits , not for Utah. Data for
some commodities have been combined ,
e.g., many of the " minor" fruit and vegetables were grouped in categories such
as "Other Green, Leafy Vegetables."
When available, information on both production and consumption of a commodity
was reported . Otherwise, commodities
were combined into groups of " similar"
foods .
Based on this data, we calculated the
consumption patterns of those commodi -

TABLE 1. Production levels of basic food Items for Utah, 1982.

Item

Vegetables'
Asparagus
Snap Beans
Beets
Cabbage
Cantaloups
Cauliflower
Corn, Sweet
Cucumbers
Honeydew Melons
Garlic
Lettuce
Onions2
Peas
Peppers
Potatoes2
Tomatoes
Watermelons
Other

Acreage

Yield
(Iba/ac)

Per Capita
Production
(lba)

Production
(Iba)

128
1,745
13
160
214
54
1,042
49
54
10
71
2,100
412
77
5,800
233
324
318

2,600
2,700
24,000
22,500
13,000
9,000
8,000
10,000
15,000
10,000
22,500
30,000
2,600
9,000
22,500
20,000
10,000
10,000

.23
3.22
.21
2.46
1.90
.33
5.71
.34
.55
.07
1,09
43.12
.73
.47
89.32
3.19
2.22
2.18

332,800
4,711 ,500
312,000
3,600,000
2,782,000
486,000
8,336,000
490,000
810,000
100,000
1,597,500
63,000,000
1,071,200
693,000
130,500,000
4,660,000
3,240,000
3,180,000

59.87

87,480,000

.00
.03

335
45,181

Home Garden 1
Nuts 1

Tree
Almonds
Pecans

11 982 Agricultural Census.
21 984 Utah Agricultural Statistics.
3Five-year average production, 1984 Utah Agricultural Statistics.
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Item

Dairy Products2
Total Fluid Milk
Cheese
Butter
Processed Milk
Dry Milk
Ice Cream
Ice Milk
Sherbert
Eggs2
Meat2
Beef/Veal
Pork
Lamb / Mutton
Fish / Sea Food
Chickens
Turkeys
Fruit
Apples 2
Apricots 3
Cherries, Sweet3
Cherries, T art3
Grapes 1
Peaches3
Pears 3
Blackberries!
Raspberries!
Strawberries 1

78S.74
604 ..,
118. 5
29.36
38.84
107.25
7.25
1.13
32,86

fOOD BALANCE
ties that it would be agronomically possible to produce in the state. The commodities can either be consumed directly
or, like corn grain, processed into an
edible form .
Per capita food consumption in pounds
(the retail weight) was then converted
to"farm level" production weights to facilitate comparisons between production and
consumption.
Food Balance

Aggregate production and consumption
data were compared to calculate the per
capita food balance (Table 2). Utah is
self-sufficient in only a few commodities.
Significant quantities of milk, meat, grain,
and certain fruits are produced in Utah.
Utah produces relatively few vegetables,
but produces a significant proportion of
the eggs consumed in the state. In spite of
the extensive livestock production in the
state, some beef, veal, pork, and poultry
are still imported to meet demand. Few

tree nuts are grown in Utah.
Aggregate balances and the estimated
acreage required to meet any deficits are
shown in Table 3. Estimated farm-gate
revenues if commodities were produced
in Utah to make up any deficit are shown
in Table 4. Note that the acreage and
gross revenue figures are only rough
estimates that mirror the limitations of the
data used to compile these estimates.
Estimated average yield per acre and
price for some commodities are not
broken down by specific commodities,
e.g., fruit and vegetables grouped in the
"other" category. Any surpluses or shortages were multiplied by the average price
of the commodity to obtain estimated total
revenues.
Estimated revenues associated with
surplus production are shown in Table 5.
Most of Utah's earnings from agricultural
exports are derived from the sale of
wheat, milk, lambs, and cherries. As noted
above, the food balance does not adjust
for feed grains such as barley that are
consumed by livestock.

General Comments

Several points about the data should be
emphasized:
• Figures in the tables are gross estimates of surpluses or shortages that
provide only a rough estimate of the
food balance.
• An annual surplus or shortage of a
commodity does not mean that it would
be economically feasible to alter production in the state to match levels of
consumption.
• The state lacks processing facilities
and services required for many
commodities.
• Year-round consumption of many fruits
and vegetables grown in Utah may not
match seasonal production.
• Unless new land was devoted to agricultural production, production of other
commodities would probably reduce
acreage devoted to crops now grown
in the state, a substitution that might
partially offset additional income
derived from "new" commodities.

TABLE 2. Per capita food bIIlance, Utah, 1'11.

Item

Vegetables
Asparagus
Beans, Snap
Beans, Lima
Beets
Broccoli
Brussel Sprouts
Cabbage
Carrots
Cauliflower
Celery
Corn
Cucumbers/ Pickles
Garlic
Lettuce
Melons
Watermelons
Cantaloups
Other
Onions
Peas
Peppers
Potatoes
Spinach
Tomatoes, Fresh
Tomatoes, Processed
Other
Home Garden

Food Balance
Net &port

(11M/ person)
Net Import

2.49
3.74
1.30
1.11
2.00
.40
6.68
6.49
1.37
6.77
23.23
5.06
.77
20.31
11 .07
5.88
1.40
30.99
3.79
2.03
80.93
2.02
12.30
61 .30
20.40
9.87

Item

Food Balance
Net Export

Milk

227.74

(lba/person)
Net Import

7.84

Eggs
Meat
Beef/Veal
Pork
Lamb/Mutton
Chicken
Turkey
Fish

54.41
128.82
26.42
72.97
23.20
4.44

Fruit
Apples
Apricots
Cherries. Sweet
Cherries, Tart
Grapes
Peaches
Pears
Blackberries
Raspberries
tI~~~~~~~~'~r
Strawberries ...~~W
Other

.07
.06
2.96
1.98
3.44
.93
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• While commodity deficits may indicate
areas in which production within the
state could expand, that does not
mean that such expansion would be
profitable. It should be noted, however,
that potential instate consumption is
probably underestimated. For example,
many of the apples and cherries consumed here are not reflected in export
figures, and some apples are imported
for the domestic market.

Food Production, Consumption, and
Trade

This analysis has shown that Utah is a net
importer of food products, but does not
show that Utah is a net exporter of various
other goods (copper, steel, etc.) and labor
services. When all goods and services are
considered, it is likely that the state does
have an overall positive balance of trade.

This does not mean, however, that citizens and the government need not be
concerned about which industries locate
within a region or state. Many industries
impose significant social costs, such as
air and water pollution, employment instability, increased crime, crowding, etc.
Thus, it may be appropriate for government to suggest that resources be reallocated to promote more desirable businesses or industries, even though such
decisions may not be justified from a
purely economic standpoint. Consumers
must remember that they will, in effect,
pay directly (with higher prices) or indirectly (through higher taxes) if the
government promotes certain industries
that otherwise would not exist. Economic
efficiency is enhanced by allowing spe cialization and trade.
Conclusions

Utah agriculture produces a wide variety

of food commodities including food grains,
vegetables, eggs, dairy products, meat
and poultry products, and fruit.
Utah is a surplus producer of most food
grains , dairy products, lamb and mutton,
turkeys, apples, sweet and tart cherries,
and pears; and is a deficit producer of virtually all vegetable products, eggs,
slaughter beef, pork and chickens, apricots, grapes, peaches, bushberries,
strawberries, and tree nuts. About 50,000
acres would be required to produce all
food consumed in the state; much of th is
acreage would probably be diverted from
other crops. Utah would also have to pro duce an additional 80,000 head of slaugh ter beef, 850,000 slaughter hogs, and
28,000,000 chickens to meet in-state
consumption.
Producing these products in the state
has the potential to increase farm -gate
gross revenues by $185,000,000, assum ing there were no other changes in the

TABLE 3. Additional aggregate production needed to meet per capita consumption requirements.

Item

Grains
Corn
Rye
Vegetables
Asparagus
Beans, Snap
Beans, Lima
Beets
Broccoli
Brussel Sprouts
Cabbage
Carrots
Cauliflower
Celery
Corn, Sweet
Cucumbers / Pickles
Garlic
Lettuce
Melons
Watermelons
Cantaloups
Other
Peas
Peppers
Potatoes
Spinach
Tomatoes, Fresh
Tomatoes, Processed
Other
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Production
Required
(Ibs)

Expected
Yield

Acres
Required

71 ,167,112
1,168,830

6,608
2,800

10,770
417

3,641 ,220
5,457,317
1,899,348
1,616,569
2,922,074
584,415
9,753,878
9,482,130
1,997,763
9,891,220
33,946,410
7,399,599
1,127,271
29,668,691

13,000
27,000
2,400
24,000
8,000
10,000
22,500
25,000
9,000
45,000
9,500
10,000
10,000
22,500

280
202
791
67
365
58
434
379
222
220
3,573
740
113
1,319

16,177,181
8,584,867
2,045,451
5,532,678
2,959,592
118,241 ,549
2,951 ,295
13,398,417
89,561 ,568
29,810,215

10,000
13,000
10,000
3,120
9,000
22,500
14,000
22,200
49,440
10,000

1,617
660
205
1,773
329
5,255
211
603
1,811
2,981

Item

Eggs
Hens

Meat
Beef / Veal
Pork
Chicken
Fish
Fruit
Grapes
Peaches
Blackberries
Raspberries
Strawberries
Other

Tree Nuts
Almonds
Pecans

Production
Required
(Ibs)

Expected
Yield

11,448,581

27.3 Ibs/ hen

79,495,023
188,210,786
105,152,035
6,487,004

29,888,818
2,172,710
95,492
81 ,817
5,681
5,681

1.000/hd.
220 / hd.
3.7Ibs / hd.

4,OOOlbs / ac
1,725 Ibs / ac
2,5001bs / ac
5,ooOlbs / ac
2,000Ibs / ac
2,000 Ibs/ ac

5,025,632
1,357,414

Acreage Requirement: 51 ,661 acres
Additional Animal Requirements:
Slaughter Cattle:
79,495 hd.
Slaughter Hogs:
855,504 hd.,
Broilers:
28,419,469 hd.

Units
Required

419,362 hens

79,495 hd.
855,504 hd.
28,419,469 hens

7,472
1,259
38
16
2,163
1,446

acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres

3,000 acres
699 acres

fO
facilities. In spite of these obstacles, and
considering the limitations of the data on
which this food balance study is based , it
is estimated that Utah could double its
gross farm income more of the food con sumed in the state was produced in the
state.

state's production patterns. Currently,
Utah exports approximately $85,000,000
worth of food items to other states.
Seasonal production and consumption
limits the potential for acreage conversion,
as does the lack of adequate processing

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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TABLE 4. Additional revenue potential anoclated with required production, 1982.

Item
Grains
Corn
Rye
Vegetables
Asparagus
Beans, Snap
Beans, Lima
Beets
Broccoli
Brussel Sprouts
Cabbage
Carrots
Cauliflower
Celery
Corn, Sweet
Cucumbers / Pickles
Garlic
Lettuce
Melons
Watermelons
Cantaloups
Other
Peas
Peppers
Potatoes
Spinach
Tomatoes, Fresh
Tomatoes, Processed
Other

Production
Required
(lbs)

Expected
Revenue

71,167,112
1,168,830

.05
.04

3,558,357
46,735

3,641.220
5,457,317
1,899,348
1,616,569
2,922,074
584,415
9,753,878
9,482,130
1,997,763
9,891 ,220
33,946,410
7,399,599
1,127,271
29,668,891

.50
.27
.18
.02
.19
.14
.07
.07

1,820,610
1,473,475
341 ,882
32,331
555,194
81 ,817
682,771
663,749
399,552

.20

16,177,181
8,584,867
2,045,451
5,532,687
2,959,592
118,241 ,549
2,951 ,295
13,348,417
89,561 ,568
29,810,215

.06

593,473

.04
.07
.15
.09

1,357,856
517,971
169,090
2,670,182

,04
.10
.10
.10
.19
.04
.04
.22
.04
.05

647,087
858,486
204,545
553,268
563,322
4,729,661
118,051
2,947,651
3,582,463
1,490,510

Item

Production
Required
(lb.)

Expected
Price
($lIb)

Expected
Revenue

Eggs

11,448,581

$.50 / doz

5,724,290

79,495,023
188,210,786
105,152,035
6,487 ,004

.52 / lb.
.49 / lb.
.08 / lb.

41 ,337,412
92,223,285
8,412,112

Meat
BeeflVeal
Pork
Chicken
Fish
Fruit
Grapes
Peaches
Blackberries
Raspberries
Strawberries
Other

29,888,818
2.172,710
95,492
87,817
5,681
2,892,853

Tree Nuts
Almonds
Pecans

3,586,658
260,725
50,610
52,362
1,297,704
578,570

5,025,632
1,357,414

Total Potential F.rm
Gate Gron Revenue:

$187,504,670

TABLE 5. Production and revenue anoelated with net export agricultural production.

Item

Production
(lb.)

Wheat

311,463,868

Milk

Surplu.
Acreage or Units

Per Unit Value
($lIb)

Total Value
($)

154,496 acres

.06

18,687,832

332,736,566

27,485 hd.

.12

39,577,739

Lamb / Mutton

38,600,598

350,915 hd.

.48

18,528,287

Apples
Apricots
Cherries, Sweet
Cherries, Tart
Pears

21,406,265
607,432
5,180,069
13,960,392
680,267

.12
.15
.32
.32
15

2,568,752
91 ,115
1657,622

2,031 acres
552 acres

600 acres
1,737 acres
108 acres

Revenue Anoclated with Surplu. Production:

4,46r,325
102,046

$85,680,718
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Factors Affecting Alfalfa Hay

(Continued from page 53)
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TABLE 3. Effect of harvesting schedule on a"a"a quality (four vs. three cuttings)1·2
Cutting

Date

Crude Protein

ADF

DM Digestibility

%

%

%

23.3
20.2
20.3
22.2

29.3
31 .6
28.4
24.0

68.3
64.7
66.7
70.3

21.4

28.3

67.1

19.0
18.7
19.2

31.4
34.3
30.3

64.0
61 .9
64.8

18.9

32.0

63.5

Early Harvest Schedule
1
2
3
4

June 3 ±
July 14 ±
Aug 15 ±
Oct 9 ±

2
2
2
2

Mean

David W. James is the Director of the Soil,
Plant, Water and Feed Laboratory, and professor in the Soil Science and Biometeorology
Department at USU. He is currently working on
potassium deficiency in Utah soils and crops.
Paul V. Fonnesbeck is the Associate Director
of the International Feedstuffs Institute and
research assistant professor in the Department
of Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences, is an
animal nutrition ist research ing factors that
influence feed quality and nutrient utilization by
animals.

Late Harvest Schedule
1
2

June 15 ± 2
July 28 ± 2
Sept 18 ± 3

3
Mean

Robert C. Lamb is research leader for dairy
management for ARS, USDA. He also holds an
appointment as researc h professor in ADVS
Department at USU, where he coordinates the
dairy research program . His areas of research
are on improving dairy herd management practices and on integrated reproduction management for dairy herds.

' From Anderson. M. J . 1976. Factors That Influence Nutritive Value of Irrigated Alfalfa Forages. In Proceedings. First International Feed
Symposium. Logan. Utah.
2AII values are on a moisl ure-free basis. Comparable values on an air-dry basis will be about 10% lower (e.g. 21 .0% instead of 23.3%
forCP).

ture, levels high enough to cause
spoilage.

TABLE 4. Changes In quality and loss of
yield resulting from rainfall on
drying hay (dry basls).1.2
Rainfall
(Inches)
1980 research
0

.2
.8

David S. Clark is a research animal scientist
with the USDA / ARS. He holds a PhD in Ruminant Nutrition obtained from USU. His current
project is near infrared reflectants analysis of
forages.

Harvesting and Handling Equipment

CP

ADF

DDM

Yield
loss

%
18.0
18.0
17.9

%
36.9
38.0
39 .3

%
59 .6
58.7
57.7

%
0
4.6
9.6

16.8
17.3
17.3
17.5

37.8
39.4
40.0
40.6

58.1
57.2
56.7
56.4

6.2
8.7
10.3

Some haying equipment, especially rakes
and balers, can increase leaf loss due to
shattering and blowing. Potential leaf loss
is usually highest during baling. Leaf loss
during baling can markedly reduce hay
quality and yield.

1982 research

0
.5
1.0
2.0

0

' Fonnesbeck. P. V. 1985. Unpublished data.
2Chemical changes and yield losses in Ihese experiments
eslimate the minimum leaching losses and do not include
other harvesling losses.

Curing Alfalfa Hay
Alfalfa can be baled or stacked when it
contains about 15 percent moisture.
Ideally, stems should be dry but leaves
moist enough to remain attached during
baling. Hay should be allowed to dry out
and then baled after leaves are remoistened with dew so they will rema in
attached.
Stems may contain as much as 30 percent moisture and appear to be dry. Sal ing hay when stems are moist can mean
bales contain more than 20 percent mois-
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Alfalfa leaves lost from windrow during baling amounted to 400 pounds per acre.

